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THE MANUSCRIPT OF JAMES BOLTON’S ICONES 
FUNGORUM CIRCA HALIFAX 

SPONTE NASCENTIUM 

By C. L. SHEAR 

The Library of the U.S. Department of Agriculture has recently 
purchased from an old bookseller in Zurich, Switzerland, what proves 
to be the original manuscript notes and drawings upon which the 
author, James Bolton, based his work, entitled, An History of Fungusses 
growing about Halifax (England), 4 volumes, 182 copper plates, Halifax, 

1788-91. , 
This manuscript consists of six folio volumes bound in boards with 

morocco back. This is apparently the original binding and is very well 
preserved. The paper is heavy hand-made with rough surface very 
suitable for water-colour illustrations. The volumes contain 244 water¬ 
colour plates representing the plants mostly in their natural size with 
brief remarks on the page opposite each illustration. The first fasciculus 

contains the following preface in Bolton’s hand dated 1784: 

PREFACE* 

The Parish of Halifax and its Neighbourhood, consisting wholely of Hills and 
valleys, and abounding with Watersprings and Rivulets, deep dark Glenns, rocky 
Precipices, Large moors of Moss and Heath, Bushy Bogs, and steep and Rocky 
Woods, with Fields, Meadows, and Pasture Grounds, of every aspect and of every 
Soil, Is thereby rendered so rich in its Vegetable productions that it may without 
impropriety be termed a Natural Botanic Garden. But in no Class of Plants more 
deservedly so than in the Cryptogamia, and of these in particular the Fungii; There 
is not perhaps in this or any other Kingdom, a spot of like extent, productive of so 
vast variety. Consequently there are many species which are new or unknown to 
the Botanic World, and as nothing was created by the all Wise Author of Nature but 
for some Great and Good end, (were we acquainted with their uses and their virtues) 
Therefore every attempt to Illustrate their History, by investigating and ascertaining 
their species, must, if done from propper motives, be esteemed Laudible. An attempt 
of this kind I have had in view for a number of years, have kept an observing eye 
upon them at all seasons, and have from time to time made likenesses in Drawing 
from such as I collected, in which Work I have all along been scrupulously exact in 
getting a just representation of each in the various stages of its growth, from its first 
springing up to its maturity or Decay, and from these sketches partly, and partly from 
the plants themselves, have I this summer made up this first fasciculus with a view 
of Laying it at the Feet of the greatest and best Judge, and the noblest and most 
generous encorager of Natural History now alive in Great Britain, If it is fortunate 
enough to obtain you Graces approbation, it may be succeeded Annualy by three 
more Fasciculi of equal bulk, which would take in all the Fungii of this neighbour¬ 
hood both such as are, and such as are not known, To execute such a work well, and 

* Capitalisation and spelling are as in the original. 
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to have the Honour of Dedicating and presenting it to Your Grace, would afford the 

Greatest and most sincere Happiness to him, who is not further ambitious, than to 

make Himself serviceable To the Noble Duchess Dowager of Portland. 

Halifax 21st Sep.r 1784? 
James Bolton 

This shows that the first volume was prepared under the patronage 
of Her Grace, Margaret Cavendishe, Duchess Dowager of Portland. 
The Duchess having died before the work was completed the later 
volumes were prepared and the History published under the patronage 

of the Earl of Gainsborough; as is indicated in the fourth volume of 
the manuscript dated November 3rd, 1787, and also on the title-page 

of the first volume of the printed work, 1788. 
Each illustration is enclosed in a rectangle carefully drawn with red 

ink. All the writing is very clear and distinct, and all of the plates and 
the manuscript appear as clean and fresh as though they had been 

made recently. The facsimile (p. 303) of the “Memorandum” in 
vol. iv is a good example of the handwriting of the author: 

MEMORANDUM 

In this and the three preceding Volumes, 

the Objects (one Hundred and Eighty two species) 

which are exhibited in about five Hundred figures, 

were all gathered in their native places of growth 

by me, or sent by my Friends when newly gathered, 

and every figure drawn immediately from those 

Objects hy my own hands. 

There are many species of English 

Fungii mentioned by Authors, which are not 

here figured, and yet may possibly some of 

them grow near me, tho I have not disco¬ 

vered them in my researches, which have 

been now regularly pursued for more than 

twenty years;—I shall go on in the inquiry 

as long as Health and strength permit, and 

such as I may have the good fortune to meet 

with I will take care to add to your Lord- 

ships store; For my desire is to acquit 

myself as propperly and faithfully as 

I can to all those whose Generosity enables 

me to follow my favourite pursuit. I am 

My Lord with the truest sense of 

Humility and Gratitude, 

Your Lordships 

most Obedient Servant 

James Bolton 
Halifax 

Nov.r y. 3d 

ad 1787. 

“My Lord” referred to is the Earl of Gainsborough. 
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The first volume is dated 1784, and the note at the end of the sixth 

is dated January 5th, 1792. A comparison of the plates in the manu¬ 
script with those in the published work shows that all the species in 
the printed volumes are found in the manuscript volumes and also a 
few not published. In the manuscript the species illustrated are all on 
separate plates, whereas in the printed volumes several small species, 
sometimes four, are combined on a single plate. In the manuscript 
the species illustrated are arranged in the order in which they were 
collected and drawn. When they were transferred to the copper plates 

for printing they were re-arranged and re-numbered. As the author 
states, he made some of the drawings directly on the copper plates 
from fresh specimens, but he also illustrated the species in the leones. 

A comparison of the published plates with the manuscript shows 
that most of the illustrations were transferred from the manuscript 
plates to the copper plates for the published illustrations. Opposite 
each plate is a brief description or note regarding the specimen illus¬ 

trated indicating where and when it was collected. In the “Advertise¬ 
ment” on the first page of fascicle 2 the following statement is made: 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The written part contains little more than a specifying of the place and time where 
each species was gathered, and a few remarks upon such properties relating to them 
as could not well be expressed by the Pencil; For when an Object in Natural History 
is faithfully represented by Lines and Colours, I think it quite unnecessary to ac¬ 
company such a figure with a descriptive History in writing. 

Halifax 
Sept.r ye 20th 

1786. 

The following two quotations will give an idea of the character of 

these notes. 
Fasc. 3, p. 94, opposite pi. 94, MS.: 

AGARICUS RUBEUS, HIST. 36 

Red Agaric 

This new and beutiful species I gathered in company with my Friend Mr. Paul 
Shackleton the Entimologist, in a little Wood at Shibden Hall near Halifax October 
ye 29th, 1786. 

Gills in three series, transparent in some lights, and of a Ruby colour. Pileus looks 
like Pillow Fustin made of dark red Cotton. Stem tough solid crooked and near the 
root a little swell’d. No volva. I never met with it before or since. 

Fasc. 3, p. 132, opposite pi. 132, MS. reads as follows: 

SPHAERIA MORI HIST. 120. f. 1 

Mulberry Sphaeria 
Sph. fragiformis 

This Sphaeria was brought me by Wm. Alexander M.D. a Most ingenious Botan¬ 
ist and steady Friend, who has accompanied me in many of my most arduous and 
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extensive Botanic rambles, has swormed the dreary precipices at Ingleborrow, 
Skiddow, ye Glydar, & Criby destillh, with a spirit & Resolution wh. Indicates a 
true Botanic Genius. 

The Sphaeria grew on the Bark of a fallen Maple Tree near his House in Halifax,—. 
I have figured it as it appeard under magnifiers of two different powers. 

The dates of collection and localities given in the manuscript usually 

agree with those given in the published work. 
It seems evident from his statement in the “Advertisement” quoted 

that he changed his mind in regard to the desirability of including 
descriptions of the species illustrated when he came to prepare the 
“work” for publication and also changed the title from leones to 

History. 
Various persons and localities are mentioned in the manuscript 

which are not found in the published work (as in the case of Dr Alex¬ 
ander and Mr Shakelton). Some of these references might possibly 
furnish clues which would lead to the discovery of more information 
in regard to the author and his work. On two blank sheets at the end 
of vol. iv there is evidence that two sheets of manuscript which had 
been pasted in have been removed. This is shown by the presence of 
patches of red sealing wax on the sheets and some remains of the sheets 
with traces of writing not in Bolton’s hand. These sheets may have 
contained valuable information regarding the volumes but were re¬ 
moved by some previous owner on account of their holograph or auto¬ 
graph value. An appeal to the bookseller for information regarding 
the previous owner of the volumes gave only the statement that he 
bought it at a sale and knew nothing of its previous history. Perhaps 
some of our English colleagues, who may well be proud of their first 
distinguished Mycologist, will be able to pursue this subject further. 

In a biographical sketch published in The Halifax Naturalist, 
vol. vi, §36, pp. xlviii-liv, February, 1902, prepared by the editor, 
W. B. Crump, it is said that “It is doubtful whether the originals for 

the History of Fungusses are still in existence. They were probably 
destroyed by fire when the old hall at Exeton (the family seat) was 
burned in 1810.” This reference is to the home of Bolton’s patron, the 
Earl of Gainsborough. It is also stated that some other drawings 
which the Earl received from Bolton are now in the British Museum 
(Natural History). These illustrations are referred to in the above- 

mentioned sketch and also in Massee and Crossland’s Fungous Flora of 
Yorkshire. The numbers and dates they bear indicate that they were 
prepared after the original manuscript had been completed and bound, 
and the printed work published. It would be interesting to know the 
history and wanderings of these manuscript volumes after they left the 
Library of the Earl. They contain no book plates and no inscriptions 

except that in vol. 1 there is a note in pencil “lent to Miss A.B.” and on 
the inside of the cover in vols. n, iv and v is written in ink “ Colborne 
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Westharling.” Whoever possessed the volumes for the past hundred 
years or more has certainly given them excellent care. 

But little seems to be known about Bolton’s life and the date of his 
birth is uncertain. As he says on the title-page of his History of the 
Fungusses of Halifax that he was a member of the Natural History 
Society of Edinburgh, we thought it possible that the record of the 
Society might contain the date of his birth or some other information 
concerning him. Mr C. E. Foister, of the Department of Botany of 

the University of Edinburgh, has kindly searched such records as are 
available but can find nothing regarding Bolton. 

Bolton is said to have gained his livelihood chiefly as an artist, 
draughtsman and teacher of drawing. He seems to have been largely 
self-educated and never to have had much formal instruction in 
Botany. He evidently spent most of his leisure during his life in the 
collection, study and illustration of the fungi and other plants and 
animals. He seems to have possessed or had access to some of the 
mycological works available at that time, as in the introduction to 
vol. 11 of his published work he speaks of having made use of Linnaeus, 
Micheli, Battarra, Sterbeeck, Gleditsch, etc. As his work was done 
before the appearance of the works of Persoon and Fries, it is not to be 
wondered at that many of his identifications were erroneous. That he 
recognised his limitations and that his opinions of the identity of the 
species changed with the lapse of time and study is clearly indicated 
by comparing the numerous tentative names written in pencil which 
were first given to the species (79 in all) illustrated in the manuscript 
volumes with those finally adopted in the published work and inserted 
by him later in the manuscript volumes. In the manuscript volume 
many of the species were regarded as “nondescript,” but before the 
work was published he had decided to refer a large part of such to 
species already described by previous authors. He therefore went 
through the manuscript volumes and inserted at the top of each page 
the name finally adopted for publication with the citation of the plate 
upon which the species occurs in the published work. Water-colour 
artists who have examined the plates marvel at the clearness and 
brightness of the colours and their study will probably throw more 

light on the identity of some of the species which have been misunder¬ 

stood or are doubtful. 
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